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Instruments A keyboard or electronic organ One of the most difficult instruments to play is the
keyboard, as it requires pressing keys and timing to come up with a sound. The keyboard can be
divided into different types: Electronic or electric. While acoustic pianos use hammers and strings,
electronically based keyboards utilize transistors and are usually designed to be heard instead of to
provide a heavy, melodic sound. Most of these keyboards have their key actions hidden beneath the
keyboard surface and are used by concert pianists. Electromechanical. Electronic keyboards are also
sometimes built with a mechanism underneath the keyboard to strike the strings as a traditional
piano would. Instrument Instrument (plural instruments) is a collective term for the various musical
instruments used to produce music, usually in an ensemble. Instruments, such as musical notes and
instruments, can be part of the human body and/or external to the body. Instruments can include
musical instruments such as guitars, pianos, and drums, and also more specialized instruments such
as microphones, electric guitars, and electronic organs. Other than musical instruments,
instruments can also include mechanical or electronics for things such as special effects or signal
generation. For example, many special-effects instruments, including electric guitars and electronic
organs, are included in a drum kit. Other uses of the word are also related to instruments. For
example, a musical instrument is a device used to produce or record a musical sound, while a
musical instrument group or ensemble is a group of instruments that work together to produce
music. The simplest definition is that instruments are mechanical and non-musical, while musical
instruments are musical, mechanical, or electronic, while in popular usage, one might also use the
word instrument to mean any musical instrument, and words such as band and bandleader are used
as synonyms of musical ensemble. Instruments are widely used in Western music and comprise a
large part of a standard jazz ensemble. Types The following table is a list of types of instruments.
The names are meant to approximate the English terms. Some can also be considered as specific
types of instruments, but the abbreviations below are standard usage. Piano The piano is a piano-like
keyboard, similar to the keyboard of a standard office computer, but with 88 keys in four rows rather
than the normal 88 keys in two rows. The piano has always been a major instrument in Western
music and the best-known family of
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